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MONOPOLY Live. Created in partnership with Hasbro and available only from Evolution, MONOPOLY

Live is a unique live online game show based on the world’s best-loved board game. An all-new special
edition of our popular Dream Catcher game, MONOPOLY Live takes the excitement and suspense of
our world-leading money wheel game and adds unique MONOPOLY game elements. It’s another hot
property from Evolution — combining live game action and augmented reality to redefine Live Casino
entertainment forever and offer players the chance of massive multiplier wins! MONOPOLY Live was
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awarded EGR’s Game of the Year 2019 and Gaming Intelligence’s Game of the Year 2020, voted for by
operators in the sector. MONOPOLY LIVE. MONOPOLY Live is a unique live online variant of the hugely

popular MONOPOLY board game. The aim of the main game is simple: A live game host spins the
super-sized, vertically mounted wheel and players predict the segment the wheel is going to stop at after
the spin, while the virtual MR. MONOPOLY sits alongside ready to spring into action. As well as offering

the chance to bet on the wheel stopping on a certain number, the wheel incorporates ‘CHANCE’
segments for instant cash wins and multipliers, and also ‘2 ROLLS’ and ‘4 ROLLS’ segments. These

latter segments activate a captivating, augmented reality, 3D Bonus game built around the adventures of
MR. MONOPOLY. THE MONEY WHEEL GAME. Players simply bet on the number they think the wheel

will stop at: 1, 2, 5, 10, ‘2 ROLLS’ or ‘4 ROLLS’. If the player bets on the correct number they win a
corresponding payout (e.g. 1 to 1, 2 to 1, 5 to 1, and so on). If the wheel stops on a ‘CHANCE’ segment,
players are presented with a Chance card by MR. MONOPOLY. The card will show either a random cash
prize or a random multiplier bonus. If the Chance card shows a multiplier bonus, all player bets remain in
place. The game host then spins the wheel again, and the multiplier won will multiply the winnings for this
next spin. If the player gets a multiplier once more, their multiplier will be multiplied! To participate in the
Bonus game, players must have placed a bet on ‘2 ROLLS’ or ‘4 ROLLS’. If the wheel stops at either ‘2

ROLLS’ or ‘4 ROLLS’, the Bonus game starts. 3D BONUS ROUND. When the Bonus game is activated,
qualifying players join MR. MONOPOLY as he enters his augmented reality 3D MONOPOLY world and
steps around the 3D MONOPOLY board collecting prizes, multipliers and more. The walk is determined
by a pair of dice. Players qualify for the Bonus game by placing bets on ‘2 ROLLS’ and ‘4 ROLLS’ in the

money wheel game. If players have not placed either of these bets, they will still be able to watch and
enjoy the Bonus game, but they cannot win any prizes in it. All the familiar MONOPOLY board elements

are here from GO, Chance and Community Chest, houses and hotels as well as Jail and Super Tax. The
MONOPOLY board is available in British English, German and Italian language variants. SEE ALSO.
Game Shows – Our immersive and hugely entertaining range of live game shows! Dedicated Tables
and Environments – exclusive to your brand and your operations. Legal disclaimer: The MONOPOLY

name and logo, the distinctive design of the game board, the four corner squares, the MR. MONOPOLY
name and character as well as each of the distinctive elements of the board and the playing pieces are

trademarks of Hasbro for its property trading game and game equipment. ©1935, 2023 Hasbro. All
rights reserved. Used with permission. Evolution’s logo and graphic material is the company’s

intellectual property and may not be copied, reproduced, distributed or displayed without written consent
of Evolution. Under no circumstances may Evolution’s intellectual property be displayed in connection
with inappropriate or harmful content, including without limitation on web sites containing pornographic
content or supporting illegal file sharing. Evolution Malta Holdings Limited and Evolution Gaming Malta
Limited are licensed and regulated in Great Britain by the Gambling Commission (GB) under account

numbers 41655 and 39002 respectively. Evolution is licensed and regulated by the Malta Gaming
Authority under license MGA/B2B/187/2010. Evolution is licensed and regulated in a number of

jurisdictions. All our licences can be found here. Evolution’s Privacy Policy explains how we process
personal data. Read our Privacy Policy here. Evolution’s Cookie Policy clarifies what cookies we use.

Read our Cookie Policy here. Evolution is committed to gaming that is fun, safe, and secure. Read
about Responsible Gaming and Player information here. Copyright © 2022 Evolution AB (publ). All rights
reserved. Manage Cookie Consent. To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies

to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process
data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may

adversely affect certain features and functions. Functional Functional Always active. The technical
storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific
service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the

transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network. Preferences Preferences.
The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are

not requested by the subscriber or user. Statistics Statistics. The technical storage or access that is
used exclusively for statistical purposes. The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for

anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet
Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose

alone cannot usually be used to identify you. Marketing Marketing. The technical storage or access is
required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several

websites for similar marketing purposes. Accept Deny View preferences Save preferences View
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